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MEF NEW WAREHOUSE- AL QUOZ
-Tabassum Shaikh

Middle East Fuji opened its new warehouse on April 1, 2021. As part of the expansion
plan, MEF reconstructed its old technical warehouse, which was built into a two-story
technical warehouse. The location lies in Al Quoz Industrial Area 3 Street 4, near to
Times Square Dubai.
In this concept, we have access to all the facilities and have more room to store our
products or goods before they are moved to another location, where they can be
properly stored and well organized.

Warehouse Area, Palette Space
As part of our warehouse infrastructure, we have installed pallet rack VNA, which is
designed to store materials on pallets. Total warehouse area covered for storage is
6500 sqm. While there are 1,946 total pallets in I600 VNA and 527 storage level in
LS600 shelving system and 2,030 storage level in R3000 shelving system.
For the first floor there are 23 racks with 724 shelves for pallet stocks, bulk storage
and heavy items, while the Mezzanine floor has 1 to 13 racks with 1752 shelves and
14 to 39 racks with 1248 shelves. All types allow for the storage of pallets.

Implementation of Solar for one of SDGs activity:
Implementation of Solar for one of SDGs activity:
Investing in solar energy goals and protects the environment. It is a grid solar system
the total capacity of solar power plant is 176KW the number of solar panel fixed are
440Nos,176KW power generated will be consumed by electrical loads in MEF premise
because of this DEWA power consumption will be reduced and automatically it will
offset to electricity bill.

VNA project Semi auto forklift operating system implementation:
As part of our VNA project and warehouse operation management Semi auto forklift
operating system is implemented to allow fast but safe working with optimized drive
and lift speed this allows the driver to easily monitor its activity and improve its
productivity safety and efficiency as well as assist the driver to correct pallet location
for improved safety and avoid mistakes while lifting too high or driving too fast in
restricted zones.
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MEF Group of companies WMS installation plan in 2022:
Implementing warehouse management system helps warehouse staff in performing
the warehouse tasks such as receiving, picking, packing, put-away, documentation,
and shipping (loading onto carrier vehicles). WMS also helps in directing and validating
each step recording all inventory movement.

Implementation of Solar for one of SDGs activity:

VNA project Semi auto forklift operating system implementation:
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Crew Boat “MEFK Pearl” – Keel Laid on 23rd May 2021
- Sivaprasad Manheri

MEFKS is one of the very active Shipping Agencies operating in Port of Fujairah. As
Fujairah is a major bunkering location in the region, many ships call Fujairah Anchorage
on daily basis, get their bunker and have other associated services like crew change,
repair services, inspections, stores supply etc done at the same time.
As these services are mainly provided in the anchorage, utility boats are important asset
for shipping agents in Fujairah. Over the years there are about 100 to 115 utility boats
operating in Port of Fujairah.
These boats are owned by various Shipping Agents primarily for personal and good
transportation from shore to anchorage. Some Shipping Agents owns multiple such
crew / utility boats.
It was then one of MEFKS’ major goal to own a crew boat not only to be able to
independent in delivering services but also to offer much competitive tariff to our
customers.
The decision of building the Crew Boat was made few years ago. Thanks to the Board of
Directors and senior officials for taking the project positively and approving.
Since then, we have consulted several Shipyards in UAE, India, Indonesia, Thailand and
Singapore. When the travel restriction due to COVID 19 affected the plan and thus
project started delaying, Khimji Ramdas expressed confidence and interest in building
the vessel in Oman in association with Oman Dry Dock and assured a Flagship boat
within short construction period despite the COVID 19 restrictions. Thus, the project
was awarded to Khimji Ramdas, partner in MEFKS on competitive terms.
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Khimji Ramdas had a strategic plan in stepping into Ship building and this project will
be a leverage to the aim. MEFKS taking this opportunity for congratulating Khimji
Ramdas for winning the project.
The Aluminium mono hull Crew Boat of 23.95 meters length at load line and 6.5 meters
beam will be named as “MEFK Pearl”; a Precious Gem. She will be capable to carry
30 metric tons of cargo and 20 passengers. Her designers are Southerly Designs in
Australia and she will be building under BV classification.
Two YANMAR 6AYM WET, engines will provide the grunt to push our Pearl through the
waters of the Arabian Gulf.
Each engine of 610KW coupled to a ZF gearbox and fixed pitch propellers shall provide
a top speed of 22 knots and cruising of 17 knots.
On the auspicious day of 23rd May 2021, at 1015 hrs, the Keel Laying ceremony
of “MEFK Pearl” was conducted at Oman Dry Dock. The construction will be done at
Oman Dry Dock in Duqm and delivery expected on 15th November 2021. Senior
officials from Khimji Ramdas Group and Oman Dry Dock were present at the Pooja
associated with the Keel Laying Ceremony.
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- Jibu Mathews

In the emerging global economy, E-Commerce has increasingly become a vital
component of business strategy and a solid catalyst for economic development.
From startups to small and medium-sized businesses right through to huge brands,
there are a large number of companies that can benefit from their own online store,
where they can sell their own products/services.At the same time, the speedy influx
of new technology in the retail experience has driven consumers of all ages to expect
a convenient and connected experience seamlessly aligns with their everyday lives.
MEF Industrial Solution website is redesigned into an ecommerce plus product
information website so that our customers can take the advantage of online ordering
and get the product information online.
You can visit our website www.industrialsolution.ae to check out more.

https://www.induﬆrialsolution.ae/
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MEF STAFF ACCOMODATION
- Tabassum Shaikh

Middle East Fuji group of companies
acquired a new residence for its staff in the
al Quoz industrial area. This building includes a
main kitchen, a dining area, a laundry room, etc.
In order to ensure the safety of the employees
and the facility. As part of the security plan, the
company hired a security guard to enforce the
company’s internal policies and laws, as well as
UAE law. There are 26 rooms on the ground floor
and 26 on the first floor. There is a lot of space
and it is easy to access.
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DUBAI POLICE DONATION
- Maha Salem

We have received an invitation from Dubai police to support the campaign to
protect yourself for people who have been under influence of drugs and it was
their desire to encourage the participants to give a tablets and iPad as support
for what they are doing and make them stronger to challenge the drugs. Dubai
police approached some companies over UAE to participate and make it successful
as country supporting the People who are affected by the drugs and Dubai police
were appreciated for the effort we made and they especially handed us a certificate
and appreciation.
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ANNIVERSARY LUNCH OUT – MEF PHILIPPINE OFFICE
- Kathlyn Noel
Amidst these strange times due to global epidemic – CoVid19, MEFP remains its
operation except for the month of April & May 2020 where outbreak was
uncontrollable. June 01, 2018 when MEFP officially opens with few staffs onboard
but eventually grows as a big family. For the three years run, it is a harmonious
workplace one will ever want where everyone always give their best shot, working as
one in meeting the deadlines and goals. Although pressure is always present, everyone
is approachable and is always willing to lend a hand whenever someone needs help.
June 01, 2021 – MEF management treats all employees a special lunch out at Vikings
Luxury Buffet, SM City Cebu as MEFP celebrates its 3rd year anniversary.
It was supposed to have started with anniversary message from Mr. Ryusaku Hayashi,
our Managing Director. However, the setting was quite noisy thus sent through mail:
Dear MEFP staff,

Let me congratulate all of you on the Third Anniversary of MEFP. Since beginning, MEFP is contributing very well for
the overall performance of MEF Group. The support extended by MEFP is quite signiﬁcant for the day to day

functioning of our companies in the Middle East. The scope of our Cebu ofﬁce has changed signiﬁcantly from a mere

data entry back ofﬁce in 2018 June to a business support unit today, which plays very signiﬁcant role in our business
– not just to MEF, but also to its subsidiaries. We thank you all for your day to day work and really appreciate all the

efforts you make to have the units doing well. We have faced many challenges from the beginning, but last one year was
different. We had to close the entire Cebu ofﬁce for many weeks. We all might have went through lot of emotional and

personal challenges during this period. I appreciate all of you staying safe, following the safety regulations issued by the

authorities and the management and very importantly, keeping your morale high. I am also glad to mention our group has
still reported our highest turnover during 2020, which could not have been achieved without your efforts. Let me thank
you all once again for all of your efforts and request you to keep trying your best. As we are implementing different

technologies such as RPA and SAP, we need your support, reporting and patience to have them functioning well for the
betterment of the group and your working conditions Please stay safe..
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Everyone enjoyed whole time given to spend, trying all the cuisines that were prepared.
Overall, it was a leisurely lunch out with small talk and laughter to everyone.
Lastly, it ended with group photos.

“ Wishing all the best for the coming days in this another year of MEFP! ”
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DELTA PLUS MAKER TRAINING
- Jibu Mathews

An investment in knowledge pays the best interest: Benjamin Franklin. New joiners of
MEF Industrial solutions team attended product training at our maker facilities in UAE.
For more than 40 years, Delta Plus’s mission is to protect people at work. Delta Plus
designs, manufactures and distributes a full range of Personal Protective Equipment
to equip people from head to toe. As an authorized distributor of Deltaplus and All
safe range MEF promotes and sells these products to UAE customers.
Since 1947 Weicon has been producing specialty products for the industry in
Germany. Range of products include special adhesives and sealants, technical sprays
and high performance assembly pastes and greases for all areas of industry- from
production over repair up to maintenance.
I would like to thank maker representatives for the arrangements and knowledge
shared during these sessions.
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MID GENERAL CLEANING 2021 (DUBAI OFFICE)
-Tyra Villafuerte

Middle East Fuji has always been keen and particular when it comes to cleanliness and
as what we are experiencing with the current situation it really is essential to enact this
procedure.
As we have reach the mid-year already, it has always been a practice, more
like a tradition in MEF to conduct a yearly mid-general cleaning which was held last
27th- 28th of June 2021 from 14:00 to 15:00 PM.
For the work distribution everyone was assigned to clean their own designated area.
All unnecessary files and documents have been cleared. All staff participated to ensure
that the office and the warehouses are all well organized and properly cleaned.
Having a clean and well organized work environment have a great impact in an
individual’s daily working life. This will help them focus more, be disciplined and be
productive. It improves employees’ positive outlook in life. Maintaining cleanliness is a
vital key in having a good healthy life.
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“ Keep Calm & Maintain the Cleanliness ! “
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MID GENERAL CLEANING 2021 (PHILIPPINES OFFICE)
- Crystal Tuico.

HOOORAY!! It’s mid of the year already. Cliché as it may say, time flies really fast! With
everything that is happening in the world, here we are kicking, grinding, smiling, and
living the life that is so amazing! Yaaas, I am talking about the pandemic which truly hit
us hard last year, may it be spiritually, financially, emotionally; I guess it has touched us
in all aspects in life. But of course, it could not outweigh also the countless lessons we
have learned along the way. One of those is being hygienic – promoting personal care
!

and virus-free surrounding. And in relation to this, Middle East Fuji LLC- Philippine
Office ensures to maintain a clean and healthy workplace.
It has been always a norm in MEFP to have a weekly cleaning schedule which falls on
Monday every 1:00 – 1:30 pm. Furthermore, as part of the regular practice, the company
conducted a Mid-Year General Cleaning Drive for two and a half hours, last 28th of June
2021, starting at 1:00 in the afternoon. All staffs were very industrious to clean their
workstations and the area assigned to them. With this tradition, the company draws in
the positive energy, refreshing feeling, and productive work environment.

“One, who maintains cleanliness keeps away diseases” – Sam Veda
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- Maha Salem

Naoto Ishikawa

Mohammad Al Malik

Warehouse

Industrial Solutions

Jan Suzette Luceno
Philippines Office

Narayanan Thiyagarajan
Maintenance

Ansheer Veettil
Transhipment

Honeymol Xavier

Jessa Calaunan

IT

Philippines Office

Saji Philipose

MD Harunur Rashid

Operations

Admin
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Michael Ikeowu

Jeffrey Garrovillas

Ameen Chamundi

Finance

Djibouti

Transhipment

Anupama Nirmani

Mohammed Jaffer

Finance

Industrial Solutions

Perumal Chelladurai

Ricky Oktavianus

Operations

KOBEYa

Assad Mehmood
Operations

Anush Shahi
Warehouse

Manikandan Arumugam
MEFM
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EMPLOYEE OF THE QUARTER
- Maha Salem

Andrew Imonah

Vadivellu Natarajan

Sadhasivan Manayath

Johanabelle Novabos
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- Tyra Villafuerte

Tia
Tabbu

Tyra

Vinu

Gabriel

Wishing You A Magical & Blessed Birthday
Filled With Happiness And A Year
Filled With Success!
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- Tyra Villafuerte

Zahra

( D/o Ms Ayesha )
Congratulations to the new addition to your family!

We wish your newborn a blessed & happy life throughout her journey!
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- Tyra Villafuerte

STEVE & CHINEE

Congratulations on the newly weds!

Wishing you a lifetime of love & memorable journey!
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